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TELEVISION PRODUCTION INSURANCE 

Quick Guide & Checklist for BBC Commissioned Independent Production Companies 
 

All BBC cash-flowed independent productions must be comprehensively insured to protect the BBC’s investment. If the 
Independent Producer chooses to join the BBC Production Insurance Scheme, those production insurance scheme 
arrangements will automatically meet standard BBC requirements except for Errors and Omissions cover which is available via 
the Quartz E&O Scheme. If the Independent Producer chooses not to use the BBC scheme, it will be required to secure 
equivalent cover and will need to submit its insurance documents to the BBC for approval, before BBC funds are released. 
 
The below checklist is a high level guide to the minimum standard covers that the BBC requires. Additional cover may be 
required depending on the nature of the production and should be discussed with the BBC Business Affairs Manager (BAM). 
The BBC can advise only on its production insurance requirements and cannot give advice on any other aspect of insurance. 
This document does not form part of or override the BBC commissioning agreement or the insurance requirements set out in 
that agreement but may be shared with an insurance broker to assist in the setting up of appropriate cover. 

 

AREAS OF COVER 
(All to appropriate limit of cover for insurable budget or minimum levels as specified below) 

CONFIRMED 

? 

A) Cast   

Full Illness, accident and bereavement cover secured in respect of all key cast and crew Increased excesses or 
specific cover exclusions should be confirmed to the BBC Business Affairs Manager (see note 2). 

  

B) Media risk (e,g. faulty equipment/cards and loss or damage to rushes for applicable recording formats)   

C) Property Loss or Damage (owned and hired-in property), including:   

Technical Equipment   

Props, Sets, Wardrobe (where applicable)   

Office contents on location   

Money   

D) Third Party Property Damage coverage included to a minimum of £1m   

E) Extra Expense   

Includes Civil Authority Extension   

Includes Denial of Access Extension (a.k.a. Ingress and Egress cover) in respect of production locations and facilities   

Includes Strike Extension  

Includes Civil Protest Extension  

Includes Imminent Peril extension  

Extensions apply to all production locations/territories   

F) Great Britain Terrorism cover   

Applicable to all property damage and business interruption coverages (including cast coverage and non-property 
damage extra expense coverage) to full policy limits 

  

G) ‘Contingent’ Personal Accident (for productions involving hazardous activities)   

Minimum £75k death benefit (in compliance with Joint Union Agreement)   

H) Public Liability   

Minimum limit of liability £3m per occurrence  

Claims Occurring basis of cover   

Appropriate geographic/jurisdiction limit for location of production activities e.g. North America and jurisdictions in 
which claims could be brought (minimum jurisdictional limits of Europe for UK-only filming) 

  

Covers the full range of production activities planned (subject to standard insurance market exclusions)   

Also Product Liability where applicable   

I) Employer's Liability/Workers Compensation   

Producer must comply with local statutory requirements in all territories relevant to production activities  

J) Errors and Omissions     

Minimum limit of liability £1m per occurrence and £3m in the aggregate  

Worldwide cover   

BBC must NOT be named as additional insured   

Cover must be maintained for a minimum period of 3 years from start of production  

K) Travel (a.k.a. Film Union) if performing production activities outside UK   

Includes all minimum covers specified by Joint Union Agreement   

 

NOTES 

1. Where the Independent Producer operates an annual policy, or any other type of policy which is not specific to the commissioned production, the 
BBC will require evidence from the insurer that the commissioned production is insured to the level required by the BBC. 

2. The Independent Producer should not send on to the BBC BAM any cast/crewmembers’ sensitive personal data, including on cast cover 
schedules (‘logs’) or individual statement of health forms or similar documentation. If there is a need for this information,  such as for discussions 
around medical exclusions that an insurer may have applied to cover, the Independent Producer must ensure they have consent from the 
cast/crewmember(s) concerned before sharing this information with the BAM. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/tv/production/articles/health-safety-insurance
http://www.quartzib.com/specialisms/bbc-errors-omissions/

